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FDS
Contract Advantage Plus
With Amplicare Assist, your Connect
outreach history pulls a patient's
records as they call in.

Drive adherence and
improve patient outcomes
Help your patients stay on top of their refills.
A little reminder for your patients goes a long way.
Save your patients a headache and let them know
when they’ve missed a refill.

Keep your performance measures high
By using Amplicare Connect, you can positively
impact patient health with adherence and stay
on top of your star rating!

Enhance patient loyalty
You are one phone call away from turning an
infrequent patient into a loyal one. Amplicare
Connect enables you to schedule birthday call
campaigns to delight your patients, refill reminders
to keep them healthy, and so much more!

Grow your bottom line
Bring patients back into your pharmacy with ease.
Increase revenue and lower DIR fees by improving
your star ratings with automated adherence
management.

Save time
Maximize your reach while minimizing your
effort. Conveniently create recordings using
your own voice, and easily update your
messages at any time.

Contact us

Request a demo

growth@amplicare.com
704-769-0540

https://amplicare-sales/

We strengthen the health of pharmacies and their patients. At FDS Amplicare, we help our clients build the
clinically focused New Era Pharmacy, enabling their business to thrive now and successfully transition to a
provider of community and population health with data, technology, and clinical services. We’re not just a
technology company but a team of pharmacy experts with experience and playbooks developed from our work
with more than 10,000 pharmacies and partnerships with leading PSAOs. Our clients have improved adherence 5/11/21
and care coordination in their communities while achieving significant increases to revenue and profitability.
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